AGENDA

1. **Opening Session:**

Welcoming remarks by the host:

**Hon. Minister Mohamed Nazri Bin Abdul Aziz, Y.B. Dato’ Seri, MP** (Malaysia), *Chair of the PGA Malaysia National Group*

Keynote Address:

**H.E. Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi**, *President of the International Criminal Court (ICC)*

2. **Roundtable Discussion on:**

a) Analysis of Malaysia’s obstacles towards ratification and implementation of the Rome Statute
b) Development of a Strategy for Malaysia on overcoming these existing obstacles

Moderator:

**Hon. Kula Segaran, Member of the Parliament of Malaysia**, Secretary of the PGA Malaysia National Group, Convenor of the PGA International Law and Human Rights Programme

Summary by the Rapporteur:

**Dr. David Donat Cattin**, *Secretary-General, Parliamentarians for Global Action (PGA)*

3. **Closing Remarks:**

**Hon. Minister Mohamed Nazri Bin Abdul Aziz, Y.B. Dato’ Seri, MP** (Malaysia), *Chair of the PGA Malaysia National Group*